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n recent years, the demand for sovereign credit rat
ings-the risk assessments assigned by the credit 
rating agencies to the obligations of central govern
ments-has increased dramatically. More govern-

.ments with greater default risk and more companies 
domiciled in riskier host countries are borrowing in inter
national bond markets. Although foreign government offi
cials generally cooperate with the agencies, rating 
assignments that are lower than anticipated often prompt 
issuers to question the consistency and rationale of sover
eign ratings. How clear are the criteria underlying sover
eign ratings? Moreover, how much of an impact do ratings 
have on borrowing costs for sovereigns? 

To explore these questions, we present the first 
systematic analysis of the determinants and impact of the 
sovereign credit ratings assigned by the two leading U.S. 
agencies, Moody's Investors Service and Standard and 
Poor's. 1 Such an analysis has only recently become possible 
as a result of the rapid growth In sovereign rating assign-
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rnents. The wealth of data now available allows us to esti
mate which quantitative Indicators are weighed most 
heavily In the determination of ratings, to evaluate the pre
dictive power of ratings in explaining a cross-section of 
sovereign bond yields, and to measure whether rating 
announcements directly affect market yields on the day of 
the announcement. 

Our Investigation suggests that, to a large extent, 
Moody's and Standard and Poor's rating assignments can be 
explained by a small number of well-defined criteria, 
,,;hlch the two agencies appear to weigh similarly. We also 
find that the market-as gauged by sovereign debt 
yields-broadly shares the relative rankings of sovereign 
credit risks made by the two rating agencies, In addition, 
credit ratings appear to have some independent influence 
on yields over and above their correlation with other pub
licly available information. In particular, we find that rat
ing announcements have immediate effects on market 
pricing for non-investment-grade issues. 
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different symbols In assessing credit risk, every Moody's 

symbol has Its counterpart In Standard and Poor's rating 

scale (Table I). This correspondence allows us to compare 

the sovereign ratings assigned by the two agencies. Of the 

forty-nine countries rated by both Moody's and Standard 

and Poor's in September 1995, twenty-eight received the 

same rating from the two agencies, twelve were rated 

higher by Standard and Poor's, and nine were rated higher 

by Moody's (Table 2). When the agencies disagreed, their 

ratings In most cases differed by one notch on the scale, 

although for seven countries their ratings differed by two 

notches. {A rating notch is a one-level difference on a rat

ing scale, such as the difference between Al and A2 for 

Moody's or between A+ and A for Standard and Poor's.) 

DETERMINANTS OF SOVEREIGN RATINGS 
In their statements on rating criteria, Moody's and Stan

dard and Poor's list numerous economic, social, and politi

cal factors that underlie their sovereign credit ratings 

(Moody's 1991; Moody's 1995; Standard and Poor's 1994), 

Identifying the relationship between their criteria and 

Identifying the relationship between [the two 

agencies'} criteria and actual ratings . .. is 

difficult, in part because some of the criteria are 

not quantifiable. Moreover; the agencies provide 

little guidance as to the relative weights they 

assign each factor. 

actual ratings, however, Is difficult, In pan because some of 

the criteria are not quantifiable. Moreover, the agencies 

provide little guidance as to the relative weights they 

assign each factor. Even for quantifiable factors, determin

ing the relative weights assigned by Moody's and Standard 

and Poor's Is difficult because the agencies rely on such a 

large number of criteria. 

In the article's next section, we use regression 

analysis to measure the relative significance of eight var!· 

ables that are repeatedly cited In rating agency reports as 

determinants of sovereign ratings. 3 As a first step, however, 

we describe these variables and Identify the measures we 

use to represent them In our quantitative analysis (Table 3). 

We explain below the relationship between each variable 

and a country's ability and willingness to service Its debt: 

• Per captta income, The greater the potential tax base of 
the borrowing country, the greater the ability of a 
government to repay debt. This variable can also serve 
as a proxy for the level of political stability and other 

. Important factors. 

• GDP growth. A relatively high rate of economic 
growth suggests that a country's existing debt burden 
will become easier to service over time. 

• Inflation. A high rate of Inflation points to structural 
problems In the government's finances. When a gov
ernment appears unable or unwilling to pay for cur· 
rent budgetary expenses through taxes or debt 
Issuance, It must resort to Inflationary money finance. 
Public dissatisfaction with Inflation may In tum lead 
to political Instability. 

• Ftscal balance. A large federal deficit absorbs private 
domestic savings and suggests that a government 
Jacks the ability or wlll to tax Its clttzenry to cover 
current expenses or to service Its debt.4 

• External balanct. A large current account deficit Indi
cates that the public and private sectors together rely 
heavily on funds from abroad. Current account defi
cits that persist result In growth In foreign Indebted
ness, which may become .;nsustalnab)e over time, 

• External debt. A higher debt burden should correspond 
to a higher risk of default. The weight of the burden 
Increases as a country's foreign currency debt rises rel
ative to Its foreign currency earnings (exports). 5 

• Economtc development. Although level of development 
Is already measured by our per capita Income variable, 
the rating agencies appear to factor a threshold effect 

• Into the relationship between economic development 
and risk. That Is, once countries reach a certain 
Income or level of development, they may be less 
likely to default.6 We proxy for this minimum 
Income or development level with a simple Indicator 
variable noting whether or not a country Is classified 
as Industrialized by the International Monetary Fund. 
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Tab1~3 
DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES 

Variable Name 

Determinants of Sovereign Ratings 

Per capita income 

GDPgrowth 

Inflation 

Fiscal balance 

External balance 

External debt 

Indicator for economic development 

Indicator for default history 

Other Variables 
Moody's, S&P, or average ratings 

Spreads 

Definition 

GNP per capita in 1994 

Average annual real GDP growth on a 
year-over-year basis, 1991-94 
Average annual consumer price Inflation 
rate, 1992-94 
Average annual central government budget 
surplus relative to GDP, 1992-94 
Average annual current account surplus 
relative to GDP, 1992-94 
Foreign currency debt relative to exports, 
1994 
IMF classification u an Industrialized 
country as of September 1995 
Default on foreign cummcy debt 
since 1970 

Ratings assigned as of September 29, 
1995, by Mocxiy's or S&P, or the average 
of the two agencies' ratings 
Sovereign bond spreads over Treasuries, 
ac\justed to five-year maturtt~b 

Unit of Measurement• Data Sources. 

Thousands of dollars World Bank, Moody's, FRBNY 
estimates 

Percent World Bank. Moody's, FRBNY 
estimates 

Percent World Bank, Moody's, FRBNY 
estimates 

Percent World Bank, Moody's, IMF, FRBNY 
estimates 

Percent World Bank, Moody's, FRBNY 
estimates 

Percent World Bank, Mooc1y's, FRBNY 
estimates 

lndicatorvariable: I = industrlalimd; IMF 
0 = not lndustJ1ali7.ed 
Indicator variable: l = default; S&P 
0 = no default 

Bl(B+)=3: Ba3(BB-)=4: 
Ba2(BB)=5: ... Aaa(AAA)= 16 

Buis points 

Mooc1y',. S&P 

Bloomberg L.P., Salomon Brothers, 
J.P. Morgan, FRBNY e,t1mam 

Note: S&P= Standard and Poor's; FRBNY= Federal Reserve Bank or New York; IMF= Intemat1onal Monetary Fund. 

• Jn the regression analysis, per caplt.a Income, Inflation, and spreads are transformed to natural logarithms. 

b For example, the spread on a three-year maturity Baa/BBB sovereign bond is ac(justed to a five-year maturity by subtracting the difference between the average spreads on 
th=-year and five-year Baa/BBB corporate bonds as "Ported by Bloomberg L.P. on September 29, 1995. 

• Default history. Other things being equal, a country 
that has defaulted on debt In the recent past Is widely 
perceived as a high credit risk. Both theoretical con
siderations of the role of reputation in sovereign debt 
{Eaton 1996) and related empirical evidence indicate 
that defaulting sovereigns suffer a severe decline In 
their standing with creditors (Ozier 1991). We factor 
in credit reputation by using an indicator variable 
that notes whether or not a country has defaulted on 
its international bank debt since 1970. 

QUANTIFYING THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN RATINGS AND THEIR 

DETERMINANTS 
In this section, we assess the individual and collective sig

nificance of our eight variables in determining the Septem

ber 29, 1995, ratings of the forty-nine countries listed in 

Table 2. The sample statistics, broken out by broad letter 

category, show that five of the eight variables are directly 

correlated with the ratings assigned by Moody's and Stan

dard and Poor's (fable 4). In particular, a high per capita 

income appears to be closely related to high ratings: 

among the nine countries assigned top ratings by Moody's 
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and the eleven given Standard and Poor's highest ratings, 

median per capita Income Is Just under $24,000. Lower 

tnllatlon and lower external debt are also consistently 

related to higher ratings. A high level of economic devel-

A high per capita income appears to be closely 

related to high ratings . ... Lower inflation and 

lower external debt are also consistently related 

to higher ratings. 

opment, as measured by the Indicator for Industrialization, 

greatly Increases the likelihood of a rating of Aa/ AA. As a 

negative factor, any history of default limits a sovereign's 

ratings to Baa/BBB or below. 

Three factors-GDP growth, fiscal balance, and 

external balance-Jack a clear bivariate relation to ratings. 

Ratings may Jack a simple relation to GDP growth because 

• 



many developing economies · tend to grow faster than 

mature economies. More surprising, however, is the lack of 

a clear correlation between ratings and fiscal and external 

balances. This finding may reflect endogeneity in both fis

cal policy and international capital flows: countries trying 

to Improve their credit standings may opt for more conser

vative fiscal policies, and the supply of international capital 

may be restricted for some low-rated countries. 

Because some of the eight variables are mutu

ally correlated, we estimate a multiple regression to 

quantify their combined explanatory power and to sort 

out their individual contributions to the det-ermination 

of ratings. Like most analysts who transform bond rat

ings into data for regression analysis (beginning with 

Horrigan 1966 and continuing through Billet 1996}, 

we assign numerical values to the Moody's and Standard 

and Poor's ratings as follows: B3/B- = I, B2/B = 2, and 

so on through Aaa/AAA = 16. When we need a measure 

of a country's average rating, we take the mean of the 

two numerical values representing Moody's and Stan

dard and Poor's ratings for that country. Our regression~ 

Tttb1t4 
SAMPLE. STATISTICS BY BROAD LETTER RATING CATEGORIES 

Agency A.a/AM /u/AA 
MEDIANS 

Per capita Income Moody's 23.56 19.96 
S&P 23.56 18.40 

GDP growth Moody's 1.27 2.47 
S&P 1.52 2.33 

Inflation Moody's 2.86 2.29 
S&P 2.74 2.64 

F lscal balance Moody's -2.67 -2.28 
S&P -2.29 -3.17 

External balance Moody's 0.90 2.10 
S&P 3.10 -0.73 

External debt Moody's 76.5 102.5 
S&P 76.5 97.2 

Spread Moody's 0.32 0.34 
S&P 0.29 0.40 

FREQUENCIES 
Number rated Moody's 9 13 

S&P 11 14 

Indicator for economic Moody's 9 10 
development S&P 10 11 

Indicator for default Moody's 0 0 
hbtmy S&P 0 0 

relate the numerical equivalents of Moody's and Stan

dard and Poor's ratings to the eight explanatory vari

ables through ordinary least squares. 7 

The model's ability to predict large differences in 

ratings is impressive. The first column of Table 5 shows 

The models ability to predict large differences in 

ratings is impressive . ... A regression of the 

average of Moodys and Standard and Poors 

ratings against our set of eight variables explains 

more than 90 percent of the sample variation. 

that a regression of the average of Moody's and Standard 

and Poor's ratings against our set of eight variables explains 

more than 90 percent of the sample variation and yields a 

residual standard error of about 1.2 rating notches. Note 

that although the model's explanatory power Is Impressive, 

A/A Baa/BBB BJBB BIB 

8.22 2.47 3.30 3.37 
5.77 1.62 3.01 2.61 
5.87 4.07 2.28 4.30 
6.49 5.07 2.31 2.84 

4.56 13.73 32.44 13.23 
4.18 14.3 13.23 62.13 

-1.03 -3.50 -2.50 -1.75 
1.37 0.15 -3.50 -4.03 

-2.48 -2.10 -2.74 -3.35 
-3.68 -2.10 -3.35 -1.05 

70.4 157.2 220.2 291.6 
61.7 157.2 189.7 231.6 

0.61 1.58 3.40 4.45 
0.59 1.14 2.58 3.68 

9 9 6 3 
6 5 9 4 
3 0 0 
1 0 0 

0 2 5 2 
0 0 6 3 

Sources: Moody's: St.andard and Poor's: World Bank: International Monetary Fund; Bloomberg L.P.; J.P. Morgan; Federal Reserve Bank of New York estimates. 
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the regression achieves Its high R-squared through Its abil

ity to predict large rating differences. For example, the 

specification predicts that Germany's rating (Aaa/ AAA) 

will be much higher than Uruguay's (Bal/BB+). The 

model naturally has little to say about small rating differ

ences-for example, why Mexico is rated Ba2/BB and 

South Africa Is rated Baa3/BB. These differences, while 

modest, can cause great controversy in financial markets. 

The regression does not yield any prediction errors • 
that exceed three notches, and errors that exceed two 

notches occur in the case of only four countries. Another way 

of measuring the accuracy of this specification is to compare 

predicted ratings rounded off to the nearest broad letter rat

Ing with actual broad letter ratings. The average rating 

regression predicts these broad Jetter ratings with about 

70 percent accuracy, a slightly higher accuracy rate than 

Tabl,5 
DETERMINANTS OF SOVEREIGN CREDIT RATINGS 

that found In the literature quantifying the determinants of 

corporate ratings (see, for example, Ederington (1985]). 

Of the indiVldual coefficients, per capita income, 

GDP growth, inflation, external debt, and the indicator 

variables for economic development and default history all 

have the anticipated signs and are statistically significant. 

The coefficients on both the fiscal and external balances are 

statistically Insignificant and of the unexpected sign. As 
mentioned earlier, in many cases the market forces poor 

credit risks Into apparently strong fiscal and external bal

ance positions, diminishing the significance of fiscal and 

external balances as explanatory -wriables. Therefore, 

although the agencies may assign substantial weight to 

these variables In determining specific rating assignments, 

no systematic relationship between these variables and rat

ings Is evident In our sample. 

Dependent Variable 
Moody's/Standard and Poor's 

Explanatory Variable Average Ratings Moody's Ratings Standard and Poor's Ratings Rating Differences• 

Intercept 1.442 
(0.633) 

3.408 -0.524 3.932 .. 
(1.379) (0.223) (2,521) 

Per capit.a income 1.242•--
(5,302) 

1.027·** 1.458··· •0,43I··· 
(4.041) (6.048) (2.688) 

GDP growth 0.151' 
(1.935) 

0.130 0.111•• -0.040 
(1,545) (2.132) (0.756) 

Inflation -0.611 ·•· .o.630*** .o.591•·· -0.039 
(2,839) (2,701) (2,671) (0.265) 

Fiscal balance 0.073 0.049 0.097' -0.048 
(1.324) (0.818) (1.71) (1.274) 

External balance 0.003 0.006 0.001 0.006 
(0.314) (0.535) (0.046) (0.779) 

External debt -0.013·-- .o.01s•-- .0.01 l *"'* .o.004u 
(5,088) (5,365) (4,236) (2,133) 

Indicator for economic 2.776 ... 2.957••· 2,595••· 0.362 
development (4.25) (4.175) (3,861) (0.81) 

Indicator for default history ·2.042* .. 
(3,175) 

.1.453•• .2.622••· 1.159••· 
(2,097) (3.962) (2,632) 

A<l)ustecl R-squan,ci 0.924 0.905 0.926 0.251 

Standard error 1.222 1.325 1.257 0.836 

Sources: Moody's; Standard and Poor's: World Bank: lntemattonal Monetary Fwid: Bloomberg L.P.; Salomoo Brothers; J.P. Morsan: Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
estimates. 

Notes: The sample size is forty•nine. Absolute Mtatlstlcs ~ In parentheses. 
-rtie number of rating notches by which Moody's ratings exceed Standard &!ld Poor's, 
• Significant at the IO percent leviel. 
•• Significant at the 5 percent level. 
••• Significant at the 1 percent level. 
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Quantitative models cannot explain all variations 

In ratings across countries: as the agencies often state, 

qualitative social and political considerations are also 

important determinants. For example, the average rating 

regression predicts Hong Kong's rating to be almost three 

notches higher than Its actual rating. Or course, Hong 

Kong's actual rating reflects the risks Inherent In Its 1997 

Incorporation Into China. If the regression had failed to 

identify Hong Kong as an outlier, we would suspect It was 

misspecified and/or overfitted. 

Our statistical results suggest that Moody's and 

Standard and Poor's broadly share the same rating criteria, 

although they weight some variables differently (Table,5, 

columns 2 and 3). The general similarity In criteria should 

not be surprising given that the agencies agree on individ

ual ratings more than half the time and most of their dis

agreements are small In magnitude. The fourth column of 

Table 5 reports a regression of rating differences (Moody's 

less Standard and Poor's ratings) against these variables. 

Focusing only on the statistically significant coefficients, we 

find that Moody's appears to place more weight on external 

debt and less weight on default history as negative factors 

than does Standard and Poor's, Moreover, Moody's places 

less weight on per capita Income as a positive factor. 8 

In addition to the relationship between a country's 

economic Indicators and Its sovereign ratings, the effect of 

ratings on yields Is of Interest to market practitioners. 

Although ratings are clearly comlated with yields, It Is far 

from obvious that ratings actually Influence yields. The 

observed correlation could be coincidental if Investors and 

rating agencies share the same Interpretation of a body of 

public Information pertaining to sovereign risks. In the 

next section, we investigate the degree to which ratings 

explain yields. After examining a cross-section of yields, 

ratings, and other potential explanatory factors at one 

point In time, we examine the movement of yields when 

rating announcements occur. 

THE CROSS-SECTIONAL RELATIONSHIP 

BETWEEN RATINGS AND YIELDS 
In the fall of 1995, thirty-five countries rated by both 

Moody's and Standard and Poor's had actively traded Euro-

· dollar bonds. For each country, we Identified its most 

liquid Eurodollar bond and obtained Its spread over U.S. 

Treasuries as reported by Bloomberg L.P. on September 29, 

1995. A regression of the log of th~se countries' bond 

spreads against their average ratings shows that ratings 

have considerable power to explain sovereign yields (Table 6, 

column 1).9 The single rating variable explains 92 percent 

of the variation In spreads, with a standard error of 20 basis 

points. We also tried a number of alternative regressions 

based on Moody's and Standard and Poor's ratings, but 

none significantly Improved the fit. 1 O 

Sovereign yields tend to rise as ratings decline. 

This pattern Is evident In Chart I, which plots the 

observed sovereign bond spreads as well as the predicted 

values from the average rating specification. An additional 

plot of average corporate spreads at each rating shows that 

Tabl< 6 
Do RATINGS ADD TO PUBLIC INFORMATION? 

0.,,.,,dmt Variable: Loi! (Se...Os) 
h) l2i 13) 

Intercept 2.10s--• 0.466 0.074 
(16.148) (0.345) (0.071) 

AveJ118e ratings -0.221 ... -0.218* .. 
(19,715) (4,276) 

Per capita Income -0.144 0.226 
(0.927) (1.523) 

GDP growth -0.004 0.029 
(0.142) (1.227) 

Inflation 0.108 -0.004 
(1,393) (0.068) 

F lscal balance -0.037 -0.02 
(1.557) (1.045) 

External balance -0.038 -0.023 
(1.29) (1.008) 

External debt 0.003*** 0.000 
(2,651) (0.095) 

lndicat.or for economic -0.723 .. -0.38 
~lopment (2,059) (1.341) 

Indicator for default 0.612••· 0.085 
history (2,577) (0.385) 

A<Uusted R-aquared 0.919 0.857 0.914 

Standard error 0.294 0.392 0.304 

Sources: M00dy's; Standard and Poor's; World Bank; lntematlonal Moneta,y 
Fund: Bloomberg L.P.: Salomon Brothers: J.P. Morgan; Federal Reserve Bank d 
New York estimates. 

Notes: The sample size Is thirty-five. Absolute t-statlstlcs are In parentheses. 

• Significant at the 10 percent level. 

•• Significant at the 5 percent level. 

••• Significant at the 1 percent level. 
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sovereign bonds rated below A tend to be associated with 

higher spreads than comparably rated U.S. corporate secu

rities. One interpretation of this finding is that although 

financial markets generally agree with the agencies' relative 

ranking of sovereign credits, they are more pessimistic 

than Moody's and Standard and Poor's about sovereign 

credit risks below the A level. 

Our findings suggest that the ability of ratings to 

explain relative spreads cannot be wholly attributed to a 

mutual correlation with standard sovereign risk indicators. 

A regression of spreads against the eight variables used to 

predict credit ratings explains 86 percent of the sample 

variation (fable 6, column 2). Because ratings alone 

explain 92 percent of the variation, ratings appear to pro

vide additional Information beyond that contained in the 

standard macroeconomic country statistics incorporated in 

market yields. 

In addition, ratings effectively summarize the 

information contained In macroeconomic indicators. 11 The 

third column in Table 6 presents a regression of spreads 

against average ratings and all the determinants. of average 

ratings collectively. In this specification, the average rating 

coefficient is vinually unchanged from its coefficient in the 

Chart 1 

SOVEREIGN BOND SPREADS BY CREDIT RATING 
As of September 29, 1995 

44 

PERCENT 
6 

A2/A Bu2/BBB 8,2/BB 

Sources: Btoombers LP.: J.P. Morgan: Moody's; Salomon Brothers; 
Standard and Pcxr's. 

82/B 

Notes: The fitted curve IS obtained by regressing the log (spreads) against 
the aowniQns' average. Average corporate spreads on five·yea:r bonds~ 
reported by Bloomberg LP. 
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., 
first colamn of Table 6, and the other variables are collec

tively and individually Insignificant. Moreover, the 

adjusted R-squared in the third specification Is lower than ' 

Our findings suggest that the ability of 

ratings to explain relative spreads cannot be 

wholly attributed to a mutual correlation with 

standard sovereign risk indicators. 

In the first, implying that the macroeconomic indicators do 

not add any statistically significant explanatory power to 

the average rating model. 

The results of our cross-sectional tests agree in 

pan with those obtained from similar tests of the informa

tion content of corporate bond ratings (Ederington, 

Yawitz, and Robens 1987) and municipal bond ratings 

(Moon and Stotsky 1993). Like the authors of these studies, 

we conclude that ratings may contain information not 

available In other public sources. Unlike these authors, 

however, we find that standard indicators of default risk 

provide no useful information for predicting yields over 

and above their correlations with ratings. 

THE IMPACT OF RATING ANNOUNCEMENTS 
ON DOLLAR BOND SPREADS 

We next investigate how dollar bond spreads respond to 

the agencies' announcements of changes in their sovereign 

risk assessments. Cenainly, many market participants are 

aware of specific instances in which rating announcements 

led to a change In existing spreads. Table 7 presents four 

recent examples of large moves in spread that occurred 

around the time of widely reported rating changes. 

Or course, we do not expect the market impact of 

rating changes to be this large on average, in pan because 

many rating changes are anticipated by the market. To 

move beyond anecdotal evidence of the Impact of rating 

announcements, we conduct an event study to measure the 

effects of a large sample of rating announcements on yield 



spreads. Similar event studies have been undertaken to 

measure the Impact of ratlgg announcements on U.S. cor

porate bond and stock returns·. In the most recent and most 

thorough of these studies, Hand, Holthausen, and Leftwich 

{I 992) show that rating announcements directly affect cor

porate securities prices, although market anticipation often 

mutes the average effects. 12 

To construct our sample, we attempt to identify 

every announcement made by Moody's or Standard and 

Poor's between 1987 and 1994 that Indicated a change in 

sovereign risk assessment for countries with dollar bonds 

that traded publicly during that period. Altogether, we 

gather a sample of seventy-nine such announcements 1.n 

eighteen countries. 13 Thirty-nine of the announcements 

report actual rating changes-fourteen upgrades and 

twenty-five downgrades. The other forty announcements 

are "outlook" (Standard and Poor's term) or "watchlist" 

(Moody's term) changes: 14 twenty-three ratings were put 

on review for possible upgrade and seventeen for possible 

downgrade. 

We then examine the average movement In credit 

spreads around the time of negative and positive announce

ments. Chart 2 shows the movements in relative yield 

spreads-yield spreads divided by the appropriate U.S. 

Treasury rate-thirty days before and twenty days after rat

ing announcements. We focus on relative spreads because 

studies such as Lamy and Thompson (1988) suggest that 

they are more stable than absolute spreads and fluctuate 

less with the general level of Interest rates. 

Agency announcements of a change In sovereign 

risk assessments appear to be preceded by a slm!lar change 

in the market's assessment of sovereign risk. During the 

TalM7 

twenty-nine days preceding negative rating announce

ments, relative spreads rise 3.3 percentage points on an 

average cumulative basis. Similarly, relative spreads fall 

Chan2 

TRENDS IN SOVEREIGN BOND SPREADS BEFORE AND AFTER 
RATING ANNOUNCEMENTS 

MEAN OF RELATIVE SPREADS: (YIELD - TREASURY)n'REA.SURY 

0.33 
Negative Announcements 

0.28 ----+-------
0.27 ..__..__.__.__. _ _._ 

-30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 
DAYS RELA'MVE TO ANNOUNCEMENT 

MEAN OF RELA'nVE SPREADS: (YIELD -TREASURY)ffREASURY 

0.3S Pmltiw Annauncemenu 

0,37 ~--=---------++-------
0.36 

0.35 

0.34 

0.33 

0.32 

0.31 
-30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 

DAYS RELA11VE 10 ANNOUNCEMENT 

Sources: Bloomberg L.P.; J.P. Marau,: Federal Re.-ve Bank of New York 
atlmates. 

Notu: The thaded areas in each panel hishllsht the period during whkh 
aMOW'leements occur. SprNds are calculated u the yield to maturity or 
the benchfflll'k dollar bond for each IO\'el'elgn minus the yield of the U.S. 
Treasury or comparable n-.turlty. The charts are bued on forty-eight 

negative and thirty-one positive announcements. 

LARGE MOVEMENTS IN SOVEREIGN BOND SPREADS AT THE TIME OF RATING ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Country Date A..,.,,, 
Otd Sp,uc1 => New Sp,ud 

Old Rattng -=> New Rattng (In Basts Points) 

DoWNCRAOES 
Canada June 2, 1994 M~'• Aaa=>Aal 13=>22 
Turkey Mareh 22, 1994 Standard and Poor', BBB-=>BB 371=>408 

UPGRADES 
Braztt N....nber 30, 1994 M~'• B2=>Bl 410=>326 
Venezuela August 7, 1991 M~'• Ba3=>Bal 274=>237 

Sources: Moody's; Standard and Poor's; Bloomberg L.P.; J.P. Morgan. 

Note: The old (new) spread is measured at the end or the trading day befon= (after) the announcement day. 
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about 2.0 percentage points during the twenty-nine days 

preceding positive rating · announcements. The trend 

movement In spreads disappears approximately six days 

before negative announcements and flattens shortly before 

positive announcements. Following the announcements, a 

small drift in spread Is still discernible for both upgrades 

and downgrades. 

Do rating announcements themselves have an 

Impact on the market's perception of sovereign risk? To 

To move beyond anecdotal evidence of the impact 

of rating announcements, we conduct an event 

study to measure the effects of a large sample of 

rating announcements on yield spreads. 

capture the immediate effect of announcements, we look 

at a two-day window-the day of and the day after the 

announcement-because we do not know If the 

announcements occurred before or after the daily close of 

the bond market. Within this window, relative spreads 

rose 0.9 percentage points for negative announcements 

and fell 1.3 percentage points for positive announce-

Tablt8 

ments. Although these movements are smaller In abso

lute terms than the cumulative movements over the 

preceding twenty-nine days, they represent a consider-
IS ably larger change on a dally basis. These results sug-

gest that rating announcements themselves may cause a 

change In the market's assessment of sovereign risk. 

Statistical analysis confirms that for the full sample of 

seventy-nine events, the impact of rating announcements on 

dollar bond spreads Is highly slgnlficant. 16 Table 8 reports the 

· mean and median changes In the log of the relative spreads 

during the announcement window for the full sample as well 

as for four pairs of rating announcement categories: positive 

versus negative announcements, rating change versus outlook/ 

watchlist change announcements, Moody's versus Standard 

and Poor's announcements, and announcements concerning 

investtnent-grade sovereigm veJSUS announcements concern

Ing speculative-grade soverelgns.17 Because positive rating 

announcements should be associated with negative changes In 

spread, we multiply the changes In the log of the relative 

spread by -1 when rating announcements are positive. This 

adjustment allows us to Interpret all positive changes In 

spread, regardless of the announcement, as being in the direction 

expetted given th, announamnt. 

Roughly 63 percent of the full sample of rating 

announcements are associated with changes In spread In 

the expected direction during the announcement period, 

Do DOLLAR BOND SPREADS RESPOND TO RATING ANNOUNCEMENTS? 
Changes -tn,Relative. Spreads at the Time .or Rating-Announcements 

Number or Observattons Mean Change Z-Stattsuc Median Change Percent Positive 

An announcements 79 0.025 2.Js•·· 0.020 63.3· .. 

Positive announcements 31 0.027 2.37·•· 0.024 64.5 .. 
Negative announcements 48 0.023 1.15 0.017 62.5** 

Rating changes 39 0.035 2.49*** 0.026 61.5** 
Outtooklwatchllst changes 40 0.DIS 0.88 0.014 65.0 .. 

Moody's announcements 29 0.048 2.ss·•· 0.022 69.0 .. 
Standard and Poor's 
announcements 50 0.011 0.81 0.016 60.0** 

Investment grade 52 0.Dl8 0.42 0.015 53.9 
Speculative grade 27 0.038 3.49••· 0.026 81.5*** 

Notes: Relative spreads are measured in logs, that ls, In ((yield - Treasury)/f reasury)]. Changes In the los:s of relative spreads are multiplied by -1 in the case of positive 
announcements. Significance for the percent positive statiStlc ls based on a binomial test of the hypothesis that the underlying probability Is greater than 50 percent. 
• Significant at the 10 percent level. 
• • Significant at the 5 percent level. 

•n Stgndicant at the I percent level. 
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with a mean change In the log of relative spreads of about 

2.5 percent. This finding Is consistent with the announce

ment effect for U.S. corporate bonds documented by Hand, 

Holthausen, and Leftwich (1992). In fact, the share of 

responses in the expected direction is consistently above 

50 percent regardless of the category of rating announce

ment. Moreover, the mean changes are always positive 

regardless of category. 

Tests of statistical significance do suggest some 

differences between categories, however. Most strikingly, 

by both the mean change and percent positive measures, 

rating announcements have a highly significant Impact on 

speculative-grade sovereigns but a statistically Insignificant 

effect on investment-grade sovereigns. (By contrast, Hand, 

Holthausen, and Leftwich find that rating announcements 

have a significant Impact on both Investment-grade and 

speculative-grade corporate bonds.) Table 8 also reveals 

that the mean change statistics are not significant for nega-

Tabl,9 
WHAT DETERMINES REACTIONS TO RATING ANNOUNCEMENTS? 
Weighted Regnmtons·or.Changesin Re1at1ve:Spreads·on.Explanatory Factan 

(1) (2) 
Constant -0.02 -0.01 

(0.97) (0.39) 

Positive announcemenu 0.01 0.01 
(0.72) (0.53) 

Rating changes 0.02 0,01 
(1.04) (0.81) 

Moody's announcements 0.03· 0.03 
(1.8) (1.61) 

Speculative grade 0.03 .. 0.03 .. 
(1.98) (2.25) 

Change in relative spreads from 
day -60 to day -1 -0.05 

(0.98) 

Rating gap indicator 

Other rating announcemenu fran 
day -60 to day · 1 

A<IJusted R-oquami 0.05 0.03 

tlve announcements, 18 outlooklwatchUst announcements, 

and Standard and Poor's announcements, although the per

cent positive statistics are significant for those categories. 

Because the statistical inferences for certain categories are 

ambiguous, and because the various categories overlap, we 

employ a multiple regression to sort out which categories 

of rating announcements Imply meaningfully different 

effects on spreads. 

We run a regression of the change In relative 

spreads against four indicator variables that take on the 

value I (or 0) depending on whether (or not) the rating 

announcements---involve actual rating. changes, positive 

events, Moody's decisions, or speculative-grade sovereigns 

(Table 9, column I). As might be expected from Table 8, 

the estimated coefficients are all positive. Only the coeffi

cients on the Moody's and speculative-grade indicator vari

ables, however, are statistically significant. 19 Thus, the 

multiple regression indicates that the immediate Impact of 

(3) (4) (5) 
-0.03· -0.02 -0.02 
(1.73) (1.11) (1.4) 

0.00 0.01 0.01 
(0.11) (1.02) (0.34) 

0.01 0.00 -0.01 
(0.58) (0.13) (0.37) 

0.03· 0.02 0.02 
(1.92) (1.53) (1.51) 

0.03*"' 0.03· 0,03•• 
(2.24) (1.67) (2.33) 

-0.06 
(1.1) 

O.Q.4•• 0.03• 
(2.34) (1. 7) 

o.os•• 0.05° 
(2.42) (2.15) 

0.10 0.11 0.12 

Notes: Absolute Mtatlstlcs are In parentheses. Relative spreads are measured in Jogs, that is, In ((yield - Treaswy)fl'reaswy). Changes In the logs or relative spreads are 
multiplied by -1 in the case or p05lttve announcements. Variables are weighted ln the regressions by the lnwne of the standard deviation or daily change in the log of rela· 
tive spreads from day -100 to day -10. 
• Significant at the 10 percent level. 
•• Significant at the 5 percent level. 
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an announcement on yield spreads Is greater If the 

announcement Is made by Moody's or If It Is related to spec

ulative-grade credit. By contrast, the impact of announce

ments does not appear to rely on the distinction between 

rating changes and outlooklwatchllst changes or the dis

tinction between positive and negative announcements. 

We have established the Impact of certain rating 

announcements on dollar bond spreads, but a second ques

tion arises: to what extent does anticipation by the market 

dilute the Impact of these announcements? The presence of 

many well-anticipated events in our dataset could obscure 

highly significant responses to unanticipated announce

ments-including, perhaps, announcements by Standard 

and Pear's or announcements concerning investment-grade 

sovereigns. ZO 

To pursue this Issue, we construct three proxies for 

anticipation-changes In relative spreads, rating gaps 

Contrary to our expectations, ... the impact of 

one agency's announcement is greater if the 

announcement confirms the other agency's rating 

or a previous rating announcement. 

between the agencies, and other rating announcements

all of which measure conditions before the announcement. 

The first proxy measures the change In relative spread (in 

the direction of the anticipated change) over the sixty days 

preceding the event. Prior movements In the relative 

spread may reflect the market's Incorporation of Informa

tion used by the agency In making the announcement. The 

second proxy Indicates the sign of the gap between the rat

Ing of the agency making the announcement and the other 

agency's rating. An announcement that brings one agency's 

rating Into line with the other's may be expected by market 

participants. In our regressions, the rating gap equals I (0) 

if the announcement moves the two agencies' risk assess

ments closer together (further apart). The third proxy Is an 

Indicator variable that equals I If another rating announce-
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ment of the same sign had occurred during the previous 

sixty days. This proxy Is motivated by considerable evi

dence that rating announcements tend to be positively cor· ' 

related-that is, positive announcements are more likely to 

be followed by positive announcements than by negative 

announcements and vice versa.21 

We use each of the anticipation proxies in tum as a 

fifth explanatory variable in a multiple regression that 

includes the four indicator variables for actual rating 

changes, positive events, Moody's decisions, or speculative

grade sovereigns. A final regression adds all three anticipa

tion proxy variables simultaneously .to the basic regression 

(fable 9, columns 2-5). 

Our earlier results are robust to the addition of the 

proxy variables. Announcements by Moody's and announce

ments pertaining to speculative-grade sovereigns continue 

to have a larger Impact than announcements by Standard 

and Poor's or announcements pertaining to Investment

grade sovereigns. {Note, however, that the statistical sig

nificance of the differences between the effects of the differ

ent rating agencies declines below the 10 percent level In 

three of the four new specifications.) 

Contrary to our expectations, however, the results 

reported In Table 9 suggest that market anticipation does 

not reduce significantly, If at all, the Impact of a sovereign 

rating announcement. The estimated coefficient on the 

change In the relative spreads variable has the expected 

negative sign, but it Is not statistically significant. More

over, the estimated coefficients on both the rating gap and 

the other rating announcement indicators are unexpectedly 

positive and highly significant. According to these two 

measures, the impact of one agency's announcement is 

greater If the announcement confinns the other agency's 

rating or a previous rating announcement. 

CONCLUSION 
Sovereign credit ratings receive considerable attention In 

financial markets and the press. We find that the ordering 

of risks they Imply Is broadly consistent with macroeco

nomic fundamentals. Of the large number of criteria used 

by Moody's and Standard and Poor's In their assignment of 

sovereign ratings, six factors appear to play an Important 



J 

role in determining a country's rating: per capita income, 

GDP growth, Inflation, external debt, level of economic . 

development, and default history. We do not find any sys

tematic relationship between ratings and either fiscal or 

current deficits, perhaps because of the endogenelty of fis

cal policy and international capital flows. 

Our analysis also shows that sovereign ratings 

effecUvely summarize and supplement the information 

contained in macroeconomic indicators and are therefore 

strongly correlated with market-deterrnlned credit spreads. 

Most of the cdrrelation appears to reflect similar interpreta

tions of publicly available lnforrnation by the rating agen

cies and by market participants. Nevertheless, we -find 

evidence that the rating agencies' opinions independently 

affect market spreads. Event study analysis broadly con

firms this qualitative conclusion: it shows that the 

announcements of changes In the agencies' sovereign risk 

opinions are followed by bond yield movements In the 

expected direction that are statistically significant. 

Although our event study results largely corrobo

rate the findings of corporate sector studies, a few of our 

observations are surprising and invite further investiga

tion. Our finding that the Impact of rati~g announcements 

on spreads Is much stronger for below-investment-grade 

than for Investment-grade sovereigns Is one puzzle. 

Another surprising result Is that rating announcements 

that are more fully anticipated, at least by our proxy mea

sures, have, If anything, a larger Impact than those that are 

less anticipated. 

In sum, although the agencies' ratings have a 

largely predictable component, they also .appear to provide 

the market with information about non-investment-grade 

sovereigns that goes beyond that available In public data. 

The difficulty in measuring sovereign risk, especially for 

below-Investment-grade borrowers, Is well known. Despite 

this difficulty-and perhaps because of It-sovereign credit 

ratings appear to be valued by the market In pricing Issues. 
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ENDNOTES 

1. Although many studies have attempted to quantify the determinants 

of corporate and municipal bond ratings (see, for example, Edertngton 

and YawJtz 1987; Moon and Stotsky 1993), ow- study ts the first to 

quantify the determinants of the sovereign ratings assigned by Moody's 

and Standard and Poor's. EarUer researchers to the area of sovereign risk 

evaluated other measures of risk or presented a qualitative assessment of 

sovereign credit• ratings. For example, Feder and Uy (1985) and Lee 
(I 993) analyzed ordinal rankings of sovereign risk based on a poll of 

international bankers reported semiannually in Institutional ln'Vt!5tor. 
Taylor (l 995) discussed the importance of some of the same variables we 

examine, but he did not attempt to measure their individual and 

collective explanatory power. 

2. Cantor and Packer (1995) provide a broad overview of the history and 

uses of sovereign ratings and the frequency of disagreement between 

Moody's and Standard and Poor',. 

3. These vartables also correspond closely to the determinants of default 

cited tn the large academic literature on sovereign a-edit rtsk. See, for 

example, Saini and Bates (1984) and McFadden et al. (1985). This 
literature, focused largely on developing countries. estimates the 

importance of select variables tn determining the probability that 

sovereign bank loans will default within one year. We do not, of course, 

analyze every vartable considered in this literature. lntemaUonal reserves, 

a good indicator of short·term distress for developing economies, are 

unlikely to be helpful in explaining sovereign ratings, which measure 

default risk over a multiyear hortzon for both developed and developing 

economies. We therefore do not consider this variable tn our analyslS. 

4. Because of data llmltaUom, we use central government debt as our 

measure of fiscal balance, although a more satisfactory measure would be 

the consolidated deficits of the federal, state, local, and quasi-public 
sectors. 

5, Debtors undoubtedly care about a country's total debt burden, not just 

its foreign currency debts. Nonetheless, Moody's stresses that foreign 

currency obligations are generally given greater weight than total 

external liabilities In their soven,lgn ratings (Moody's 1991, p. 168). 

Other measures of debt burden are also likely to be important, b~t 

they are not available for both developed and developing oountries. Two 

such variables are net foreign assets and debt-servicing costs, both of 

which can be measured in domestic and foreign currencies. Although we 

do not measure these two factors directly, they are oorrelated with 

variables we do measure-net foreign as.,ets represent the accumulation 

of past current account surpluses, and foreign currency debt service is 

roughly proportional to foreign currency debt. The maturity of external 

liabilities is another important debt-related vartable of interest, but it is 

not generally available for most countries. 
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6. Countries with higher levels of development may also be less inclined 

to default on their foreign obligations because their economies are often 

substantially integrated with the world economy. As a result, developed 

economies are particularly vulnerable to the legal rights of creditors to 

disrupt trade or seize assets abroad. According to one strand of the 

theoretical literature on sovereign debt, the possibility of recoune to 

direct sanctions ts a necessary condition for sovereign lending (Bulow and 
Rogoff 1989). 

7. Although this estimation technique suffers from the limitation that 

ratings are treated as cardinal variables, it ts the only feasible approach 

given that we have just forty-nine jointly rated sovereigns and sixteen 

potential rating categories. We found that the stmple linear specification 

of the rating variable worked considerably better than nonlinear 

alternatives such as logarithmic or exponential functions. We also tried 

umuccessfully to estimate the relationships with ordered probtt 

techniques, relying only on the ordinal properties of credit raungs. 

Because of the large number of rating categones and the relatively few 

soveretgn rating mtgnments, our attempts to implement this approach 

were hindered by a failure of the maximum likeUhood estimates to 

converge. In a Similar study of corporate ntlngs, Edertngton (1985) 
suggests that with larger sample sizes, inferences drawn from ordered 

probtts are likely to be similar to, and perhaps slightly more accurate 

than, those drawn from least squares regressions. In contrast. in their 

study of corporate bond ntlngs, Kaplan and Urwttz (1979) argue that 

linear least squares estimators perfonn better out of sample than those 

estimators derived from ordered problts. 

8. These results were conftnned by ordered-probit regressions for rating 

differences. Although not reponed here, the results of the probtt 

regressions are available from the authors on request. 

9. The relaUonship between ratiJlF and yields ls nonlinear; hence, we 

report our preferred specification of the natural logarithm of ytelcb 

against ratings. This specification elimlnates heteroskedasticity in the 

residuals as measured. against rating levels. 

10. Sp,!dflcally, we included ratings from one agency at a time or 

selected either the higher or the lower of the two ratings for each country. 

We also tried adding two dummy variables to the average rating 

regressor: one that indicated whether or not the two agencies disagreed 

and, separately, one that indicated the identity of the agency with the 

higher rating. 

11. This oonclusion holds whether or not the soveretgn ts investment 

grade: separate regressions for investment-grade and speculative-grade 

subsamples look very similar to the full-sample regre.m.ons. 

Nora 



ENDNOTES (Continued) 

12. Because borKI data are less readily available, event studies on stock 

prices dominate the corporate rating literature. The event studies ustng 

bond data that precede Hand, Holthausen, and Leftwich (1992) focus 

solely on monthly observations and conclude that bond prtces are not 

affected by rating changes {¼'einste.ln 1977: Ptnches and Singleton 

1978: Wakeman 1984: Ederington and Yawltz 1987). A more recent 

study by Htte and Warga (1996) also uses monthly bond prtce data, but 

finds a significant announcement effect for downgraded firms. 

13. We obtained the borxi yield data by searching the daily time 'Sertes 

data on Euro, Yankee, Global, and Brady bonds reported by Bloomberg 

LP. and J.P. Morgan and made available to us by J.P. Morgan. For our 

event study. we used Bloomberg data for fifteen countries (Argentina, 

Australia, Beigtum, Brazil, Canada, Colombill, Denmark, Finland, 

Ireland, Italy, Malaysill, New Zealand, Sweden, Thailand, and Turkey) 

and fifty~seven rating announcements. We use J.P. Morgan data for seven 

countries (Argentina, Brazil, Coiombta, Hungary, the PhUtpptnes, 

Turkey, and Venezuela) and twenty-three rattng announcement.s. 

14. Standard and Poor 's always Indicates whether a sovereign has a positive, 

niegattve, or stable outlook, and many of its rating announcements report a 
change In tills out!- alone. The agency also occasionally places a 

soveretgn on review for probable upgrade or downgrade. Moody's does not 

indicate an outlook per se; however. 1t frequently places soveretgm on its 

watchllst for upgrades and downgrades. 

15. Compare a 0.5 dally pen:entage potntchangedw'lngthe announoement 

window for negatlVe announcements with an average dally change of 0.1 for 

the preceding twenty-ntne days Stmllar!y, oompare a 0. 7 dally pen:entage 

point change during the announcement window for posltlVe announcements 

with an average dally change of 0.1 for the pn,cedtng period. 

16. In the calculation of st.atiSt1cal signlflcance, we control for potential 

heteroskedasUdty with a procedure used by Mikkelson and Partch (1986) 

NOTES 

and Billet, Gantnkel, and O'Neal (1995). For each group of 

announcements, we calculate weighted (standardized) means in which 

the weights equal the inverse of the standard devtatton of the relevant 

daily changes 1n the logged relative bond spread calculated during the 

ninety-day period ending ten days before the announcement day. The 

Z-stattsUc for Significance ts the standardized mean times the square root 

of the number of announcements. 

17. To be conststent with the log-Unear relattc5nsllip between ratings arxi 

spreads depicted in Ctwt 1, we report mean and median changes to the 

log of the relative spread, although the results are not particularly 

sensitive to this aspect of the specification. 

18. By contrast, most studies using stock market data 6nd a stgnlficant price 

n!IICtion to downgrades but oot to uPl!Rdes (Goh and Edertngton 1993). 

19. Because the average absolute errors of the regression are larger when 

ratings are lower, we employ weighted least squares to control for th1s 

source of heteroskedasUctty. 

20. Hanel, Holthausen, and Leftwich (I 992) 6nd that Standard and 

Poor's annoW1Ce111ents that corporate ratings are under revtew have 

signlflcant market impact only when announcements classified by the 

authors as "expected" are excluded from the sample. 

2 I. Or the 109 sovereign rating announcements between 1987 and 1994 

that were followed by a rating change, 86 were followed by a change In 

the same direction. {Stmllarly, Altman and Kao [1991) have shown that 

corporate rating changes are often followed by further changes In the 

same direction.) Of the 79 rating announcements in our sample, 36 were 

preceded by a raung gap in the implied direction of the annoW1Cernent. 

In 20 cases. other nttng announcements in the same direction had been 

made In the preceding slXty days. 
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